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INDULGE YOUR FLOORS
Inspired by the fashion runways of northern Italy, THE STUDIO offers residential leathers and rugs
for discerning, sophisticated spaces. Like our talented designer-partners, we aspire to transcend
style and beauty into the realm of artistry.
The designs displayed herein were conceived by a diverse group of award-winning designers and
firms from around the country. Every rug was meticulously hand-cut and hand-stitched using only
premium hair on hides. The result is a synthesis of color, creativity and expert tradecraft.
Hair on hide is fashion at its finest. These soft, flowing manes add layers of texture and luster to
delight your senses and provoke your imagination. By pairing inspired patterns with this vintage
form of leather making, THE STUDIO is primed to complement and elevate your projects.
Beyond the rugs shown here, please note that THE STUDIO can create custom designs or tailor
specifications according to your space. From decorative wall hangings to splashy throw pillows,
our resources and expertise can be redeployed in any number of inventive ways.
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KIKO SINGH

KATAMA

A principal at BraytonHughes Design Studios in San Francisco, Kiko grew up in Hawaii
submerged in the colors and textures of nature. She received a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in Studio Art at Occidental College, Los Angeles and a second Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree in Interior Architecture from the Academy of Art University.

Also known as South Beach, Katama is a barrier beach on the south shore of The Island. On one side sprawls the great Atlantic;
on the other, Katama Bay, a vast salt pond teeming with oysters and scallops. This lovely design captures the picturesque sand
and surf in simple straight lines.

|

KIKO SINGH

|

BRAYTONHUGHES

Fueled by her love of travel and nature, the rug designs that follow were inspired by
the idyllic beaches and salt marshes of Martha’s Vineyard.
RUG COLORS
ARTICHOKE,
HAYSTACK, VIRIDIAN
For custom rug orders,
select up to 3 colors

LUCY VINCENT MONOLITH
2

MENEMSHA SUNSETS

KATAMA BEACH
3

CHILMARK

|

KIKO SINGH

|

BRAYTONHUGHES

Like the song of the siren, the monolith at Lucy Vincent Beach teases, winks and beckons, commanding your attention from up
close or far away. Locals in Chilmark call her “The Goddess” for her austere beauty, but she reminds us of an ancient lighthouse
keeping watch over ships at sea.

RUG COLORS
BISCOTTI, SAFFRON
For custom rug orders,
select any 2 colors
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BEACHCOMBER

|

KIKO SINGH

|

MOSHUP

BRAYTONHUGHES

From its bohemian charm to its celebrity status, Martha’s Vineyard is renowned for many reasons. Its biggest draw, though,
might be its bevy of beaches. With dozens of sandy expanses to explore, no sights or sides of The Island can beat the ones
found oceanside; a classic design of uncomplicated beauty.
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|

KIKO SINGH

|

BRAYTONHUGHES

Often overlooked by tourists, Moshup Beach is a magical place where trailheads, waves and cliffside vistas collide in a mashup
of rustic, natural beauty. This ceremonial pattern employs linear repetition to convey form, movement and texture suggestive of
converging elements.

RUG COLORS
MUSTANG,
PANTHER

RUG COLORS
MUSTANG,
PANTHER

For custom rug orders,
select any 2 colors

For custom rug orders,
select any 2 colors
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MENEMSHA

|

KIKO SINGH

|

BRAYTONHUGHES

Sunsets are beautiful by birthright, but the ones seen from Menemsha Beach are nothing short of breathtaking. This quaint
fishing village faces due west where the sun sets straight across Vineyard Sound before slipping under the horizon in a blast
wave of incendiary color.

RUG COLORS
GARGOYLE,
HAYSTACK, SPARK
For custom rug orders,
select up to 3 colors
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ELLIOTT PEACE

LABYRINTH

A prince of southern charm, Elliott couples his background in fashion and
art with his meticulous design aesthetic to create lovingly curated spaces.
He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Interior Architecture from
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, where he served as
president of the International Interior Design Association for two years.

The Greek Key, or Greek Fret as it is sometimes referred to, is a decorative border created from a continuous line, shaped into a
repeated pattern. As iconic as it is worldly, variations have been found on Egyptian tombs, Chinese relics and Mayan carvings.
Behold! A fresh yet familiar take on this ancient motif.

The inspiration for Elliott’s designs is multifaceted, including geometric
patterns, vintage wear and principles of light.

|

ELLIOTT PEACE

|

PIECE BY PEACE DESIGN

RUG COLORS
GARGOYLE, STRATUS
For custom rug orders,
select any 2 colors
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TARTAN

|

ELLIOTT PEACE

|

PIECE BY PEACE DESIGN

Much like the famed woolen fabric, our Tartan hair on hide pattern consists of horizontal and vertical striping in assorted colors
and weights. Miniature checks and oversized squares complete the ensemble; a powerful design and effective example of
symmetry, repetition and contrast.

RUG COLORS
ARTICHOKE,
CHILI, HAYSTACK,
PANTHER,
POMEGRANATE
For custom rug orders,
select up to 5 colors
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TRILBY

|

ELLIOTT PEACE

|

PIECE BY PEACE DESIGN

In this elegant composition, negative space is achieved by intersecting bands of color. These crisscrossing lines form rectangular
checks in assorted lengths, weights and widths. With its contemporary simplicity, Trilby sets up perfectly for a neutral backdrop
counterbalanced by accentuating splash colors.

RUG COLORS
ARTICHOKE,
BISCOTTI, HAYSTACK,
LEMONGRASS,
NEWSPRINT
For custom rug orders,
select up to 5 colors
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PRISM

|

ELLIOTT PEACE

|

PIECE BY PEACE DESIGN

When light passes through a prism, it changes direction and separates into component colors. The resulting rainbow effect
is called dispersion. In this playful homage to refracting light, rays of color pass through an overlay and change tints before
tapering into a single point.

RUG COLORS
ARTICHOKE,
GARGOYLE,
PANTHER, STRATUS,
VIRIDIAN
For custom rug orders,
select up to 5 colors
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LENSFLAIR

|

ELLIOTT PEACE

|

PIECE BY PEACE DESIGN

The ellipse that is formed by intersecting circles is called a lens. Chic and curvaceous, this centerpiece design uses overlapping
shapes and layers of color to create its whimsical pattern. Like an oracle’s third eye, it draws your attention before seducing you
with hypnotic beauty.

RUG COLORS
BISCOTTI,
GARGOYLE,
HAYSTACK,
NEWSPRINT,
STRATUS
For custom rug orders,
select up to 5 colors
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HT CREATIVE STUDIO

EVOLUTION

Alex Hobocienski is principal and founder of HT Creative Studio in Chicago,
a consortium of creative minds who are passionate and proficient in all facets
of design. By combining art and architecture, their work incorporates pleasing
visuals and personal touches relating to the human experience.

This compelling composition embraces the indefinite and turns symmetry on its head. Conventional diamond shapes develop
gradually before shifting and morphing into mischievous, elongated forms. The dark and sultry tone-on-tone pattern is simple
yet refined and reminiscent of a chessboard in Wonderland.

The stunning rug patterns that follow play on many different themes, including
Repetition, Light & Shadow, Gothic Architecture and unexpected geometries
that are rich in aesthetics and brimming with individuality.

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

RUG COLORS
GARGOYLE,
PANTHER
For custom rug orders,
select any 2 colors
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TRILOGY

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

Geometry, interior design and architecture are intrinsically linked like three sides of a polygon. Here we see a series of triangles
commingling with trapezoids, rhombuses and other provocative shapes. This spontaneous design is full of surprising angles and
lush layers of color that intersect without warning.

RUG COLORS
BISCOTTI,
CERULEAN, CHILI,
GARGOYLE, SPARK
For custom rug orders,
select up to 5 colors
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METROPOLIS

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

The repetitive arrangement of street lights. The sun penetrating through window blinds. The rhythm of light treads and dark risers
on an endless flight of steps. The city is bursting with engaging geometries suggestive of energy and motion. Metropolis is an
uptown rug with downtown swagger.

RUG COLORS
ARTICHOKE,
GARGOYLE,
MUSTANG,
STRATUS
For custom rug orders,
select up to 4 colors
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HIGHRISE

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

Skyscrapers cast shadows in the sun, fade into impressive silhouettes at dawn and dusk and loom like giants under the stars.
Equally intriguing, Highrise makes a strong and striking fashion statement. Assorted line weights range from pinstripes to broad
bands that intersect like busy city streets.

RUG COLORS
GARGOYLE,
HAYSTACK,
PANTHER
For custom rug orders,
select up to 3 colors
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GRIDLOCK

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

Symmetry occurs when corresponding elements are balanced and proportionate. Such is the case of Gridlock, a symmetrical
design conveying the frenzied movement of a crowded intersection during rush hour. The confluence of colors and lines form
stripes, checks and lovely negative space.

RUG COLORS
CHIFFON,
GARGOYLE,
MUSTANG,
PANTHER
For custom rug orders,
select up to 4 colors
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PALAZZO

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

A palatial name for this grandiose design, Palazzo’s arrangement pulsates with the excitement and intensity of a laser show.
Patterned after Gothic cathedral ceilings, the intersecting contours bloom into ornamental panes draped in rich colors and
exquisite texture.

RUG COLORS
HAYSTACK, LOAM,
MUSTANG,
POMEGRANATE
For custom rug orders,
select up to 4 colors
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BASILICA

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

The word basilica derives from an ancient Greek term meaning “royal house.” The splintered lines and diversity of shapes offer
limitless color palettes and design possibilities. Shown here in simple black and white, this stark composition is as beguiling as it
is regal.

RUG COLORS
APPALOOSA,
CHIFFON, PANTHER
For custom rug orders,
select up to 3 colors
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DUOMO

|

HT CREATIVE STUDIO

A geometric and Gothic architecture-inspired design emulating the arched framework of ribbed vaults. Featuring, soft colorful
layers that fan out in precise symmetry, the resulting spans and thin detailing epitomize form and fashion like the famed master
architects of old.

RUG COLORS
ARTICHOKE,
HAYSTACK,
LEMONGRASS,
NEWSPRINT,
STRATUS
For custom rug orders,
select up to 5 colors
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COLOR OUTSIDE THE LINES

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX

APPALOOSA

ARTICHOKE

BELLADONNA

BISCOTTI

CERULEAN

LOAM

MUSTANG

NEWSPRINT

PANTHER

POMEGRANATE

CHIFFON

CHILI

GARGOYLE

HAYSTACK

LEMONGRASS

SAFFRON

SPARK

STRATUS

THISTLE

VIRIDIAN

Opaline is The Studio’s signature line of hair on hide articles. Custom colors may also be available upon request.
36

Printed swatch colors are approximate and hair on hide dye lots can vary. For best accuracy, please request a sample.
37

CARE AND CLEANING
Remove your rug from the packaging and lay it on a flat, clean surface. The rug will flatten out on
its own in a few days. Placing objects on corners and along edges can speed up the process, but
refrain from using objects that may create indentations or otherwise cause harm.
Rotate your rug periodically to preserve its color and prevent excess wear. AVOID placing your
rug in direct sunlight or areas that routinely get wet.
When storing your rug, roll it up with the hair side facing up. Cover your rolled up rug in plastic,
and store it in a cool, dry space.
Hair on hides are naturally stain-resistant and require only minimal care. Vacuum cleaning in the
direction of the mane is acceptable as long as the brushes are NOT SPINNING on your vacuum.
You may also shake out your rug or use a soft bristle brush to remove debris.
For spills, GENTLY blot the area immediately with a clean cloth or sponge without applying force.
If needed, dampen the cloth or sponge with warm water, and let the area dry naturally.
Do NOT soak your rug, machine wash or steam clean. Do NOT dry with hair dryers. Do NOT
use saddle soaps, cleaning solvents, oils, polishes, varnishes, detergents, bleach or ammonia.
For severe stains, consult with a cleaning professional.
38

Fashion comes home.

THE STUDIO BY TIGER LEATHER
936 SOUTH ELM STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27406
TOLL FREE 844.863.9066
THESTUDIOBYTIGER.COM
INFO@THESTUDIOBYTIGER.COM
INSTA: @THESTUDIOBYTIGER

